
Welcome, explorers, to the Ancient Pyramids of Egypt!

Gear up: Grab your sunscreen, hats, and a thirst for adventure! We're about to embark on a
virtual journey through time and sand to the magnificent Pyramids of Giza, built over 4,500
years ago!

First Stop: The Great Pyramid of Khufu (Cheops):

● 360° Panorama: Let's soar over the Giza Plateau! Click this link
(http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/) and drag your mouse to explore the vast desert, towering
pyramids, and the mysterious Sphinx.

● Building Brainiacs: How did the ancient Egyptians move millions of stone blocks
without modern technology? Watch this video
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJKX3Y7Vqvs) and learn about the ingenious
construction techniques.

● Pyramid Puzzle: Can you decipher the secrets hidden in the pyramid's design? Test
your knowledge with this interactive quiz
(https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/583f47f944d6e3ec74769897/pyramids).

Next Stop: The Sphinx:

● Mythical Guardian: Face the enigmatic Sphinx! Click here
(https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ME9kjS8HGXY) for a close-up view and imagine the
stories whispered by the sands of time.

● Riddle of the Sphinx: Can you solve the Sphinx's riddle, as told in ancient myths?
Discuss with your classmates and see who cracks the code!

● Unveiling the Mystery: Dive deeper into the Sphinx's history and ongoing
archaeological discoveries with this article
(https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/article/the-icon-egypts-great-sphinx).

Bonus Exploration:

● Hidden Tombs: Explore the fascinating Valley of the Kings, a burial site for pharaohs
and nobles, through this virtual tour
(https://www.360cities.net/image/view-on-the-king-s-valley-and-the-valley-of-nile).

● Mummy Mania: Learn about the mummification process and ancient Egyptian beliefs
about the afterlife with this interactive game
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jRJe99IipC4).

Wrap-Up:

● Pyramid Power: Share your favorite facts about the pyramids and discuss what
makes them such awe-inspiring structures.
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● Time Travel Tales: Imagine you could travel back in time and meet an ancient
Egyptian. What would you ask them about their lives and culture?

● Creative Corner: Design your own pyramid! Draw, build, or write a story about your
unique creation.

Remember: This is just a starting point for your virtual field trip! Feel free to explore
additional websites, videos, and books to deepen your understanding of these incredible
monuments and the fascinating world of Ancient Egypt.

Additional Resources:

● The Giza Project at Harvard University: http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/
● The Ancient Egypt Unit for 6th Grade at TeachersPayTeachers:

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/browse?search=sixth%20grade%20projects%2
0for%20ancient%20egypt

● National Geographic Kids:
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/geography/countries/article/egypt

Have an amazing virtual adventure, young explorers! May the secrets of the pyramids
inspire you to learn more about the past and the wonders of our world.
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